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a b s t r a c t
The present paper originally derives the convective kinetic energy equation under mass-
ﬂux subgrid-scale parameterization in a formal manner based on the segmentally-constant
approximation (SCA). Though this equation is long since presented by Arakawa and Schu-
bert (1974), a formal derivation is not known in the literature. The derivation of this
formulation is of increasing interests in recent years due to the fact that it can explain
basic aspects of the convective dynamics such as discharge–recharge and transition from
shallow to deep convection.
The derivation is presented in two manners: (i) for the case that only the vertical com-
ponent of the velocity is considered and (ii) the case that both the horizontal and vertical
components are considered. The equation reduces to the same form as originally presented
by Arakwa and Schubert in both cases, but with the energy dissipation term deﬁned differ-
ently. In both cases, nevertheless, the energy “dissipation” (loss) term consists of the three
principal contributions: (i) entrainment–detrainment, (ii) outﬂow from top of convection,
and (iii) pressure effects. Additionally, inﬂow from the bottom of convection contributing
to a growth of convection is also formally counted as a part of the dissipation term. The eddy
dissipation is also included for a completeness.
The order-of-magnitude analysis shows that the convective kinetic energy “dissipation”
is dominated by the pressure effects, and it may be approximately described by Rayleigh
damping with a constant time scale of the order of 102–103 s. The conclusion is also sup-
ported by a supplementary analysis of a cloud-resolving model (CRM) simulation. The
Appendix discusses how the loss term (“dissipation”) of the convective kinetic energy is
qualitatively different from the conventional eddy-dissipation process found in turbulent
ﬂows.
© 2015 The Author. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC
BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
. Introduction
In examining the convective-scale processes, their energy cycle becomes a natural question. In developing a convection
arameterization, for example, under themass-ﬂux formulation (cf., Yano, 2014a), the energy cycle becomes a useful concept
n order to consider a closure problem (cf., Yano and Plant, 2012a; Yano et al., 2013). Such a convective energy cycle is
resented for a spectrum mass-ﬂux system by Eqs. (132) and (142) of Arakawa and Schubert (1974). Eq. (142) for the cloud
ork function is derived in their Appendix B. On the other hand, the kinetic-energy equation (132) is presented by Arakawa
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and Schubert (1974) without derivation. Its derivation is never formally presented in the literature in spite of the fact that
this equation is quoted in the literature for many times (e.g., Lord and Arakawa, 1980; Randall and Pan, 1993; Xu, 1993; Pan
and Randall, 1998; Wagner and Graf, 2010; Plant and Yano, 2011, 2013; Yano and Plant, 2012b,c).
The present study is particularly motivated by our recent studies, which show that the energy-cycle system can explain
the basic processes: the life cycle of an ensemble convective system consisting of discharge and recharge (or trigger and
suppression) can be explained under a single mode truncation (Yano and Plant, 2012b), and its extension into a two-
mode system explains transform from shallow to deep convection in a succinct manner (Yano and Plant, 2012c; Plant
and Yano, 2013). Moreover, the convective kinetic-energy budget constitutes an important starting point for formulating
their convective quasi-equilibrium hypothesis in Arakawa and Schubert (1974: see also Yano and Plant, 2012a). General
importance of examining the basic formulation structure of Arakawa and Schubert’s mass-ﬂux formulation (e.g., Yano, 1999,
2014a) is hardly overemphasized, with some confusions on the basic understanding (cf., Adams and Rennó, 2003a; Adams
and Rennó, 2003b; Yano, 2003a).
In deriving this convective kinetic-energy equation, it is important to recognize that this equation is presented in the
context of discussing the closure of mass-ﬂux convection parameterization presented by Arakawa and Schubert themselves.
Though the original article may appear to suggest otherwise, these rather suggestive statements found in the paragraph
associated with Eq. (132) should be best interpreted rhetorically for the consistency with the whole mass-ﬂux formulation
structure (cf., Yano, 2014a).
Especially though many researchers may prefer to take the convective kinetic energy introduced here as including both
vertical and horizontal components, there is no strong reason to assume so. Importantly, Arakawa and Schubert (1974) do
not make any explicit remark on this, though Lord and Arakawa (1980), and Xu (1993) do suggest that cloud-scale kinetic
energy include the horizontal component. At the same time, Lord and Arakawa (1980) emphasize “the primary source of
kinetic energy generation for cumulus convection is the buoyancy force even though interaction of cumulus clouds with the
vertical wind shear can be important in some situations”. Yano (2014a) further emphasizes that the main focus of the mass-
ﬂux convection parameterization is the vertical motions represented by the mass ﬂux. Thus, the present author prefers to
interpret it as representing the vertical component only. At least one should be open with these two possible interpretations
(cf., a discussion in Section 2.2 of Yano and Plant, 2012b). The present paper is going to show that both interpretations are
consistent with their Eq. (132).
Yano (2014a) shows that Arakawa and Schubert’s mass-ﬂux formulation, whose basic idea is inherited by many of the
subsequent convection parameterizations, can be systematically re-derived by imposing a geometrical constraint called
segmentally-constant approximation (SCA) to the cloud-resolving model (CRM). Thus, the present work also consists of
applying SCA to the CRM by extending Yano (2014a).
Though such an approach is inherently limited from a point of view of a general question of the convective energy cycle,
I believe it the most legitimate approach for deriving Arakawa and Schubert’s Eq. (132) in the context of their paper. For this
reason, for example, the production of the convective kinetic energy by background shear ﬂow (shear production) is not
explicitly included in the following analysis, although the term is likely to be important in considering, for example, tropical
squall-line convection.
The kinetic-energy equation presented in Arakawa and Schubert (1974) as Eq. (132) is:
d
dt
Ki = AiMBi −Di (1.1)
with the index i stands for a ith convective-plume element of a spectrum. Here, Ki is the convective kinetic energy, Ai is the
cloud work function, as deﬁned by Eq. (133) of Arakawa and Schubert (1974), MBi is the mass ﬂux at the given convective
base, and Di is the “dissipation” rate (energy loss) of the convective kinetic energy. For a physical interpretation of the cloud
work function, see Yano et al. (2005a). The types of convective plumes may be considered to include the downdrafts as well
as the updrafts, in general, although Arakawa and Schubert have only considered the updrafts.
Most importantly, the “dissipation” term, Di, here includes all the other contributions other than the buoyant energy
production given by the ﬁrst term. For this reason, a quotation is always added to “dissipation” throughout the paper in
order to keep in mind that a part of this term may not be dissipation at all in any physical sense. Especially, this term is
far more general than what is typically considered in turbulent studies. This “dissipation” term can even be negative (i.e.,
energy gain) in certain situations as going to be seen below.
In Arakawa and Schubert (1974), this equation is coupled with a prognostic equation for the cloud work function given
by their Eq. (142):
d
dt
Ai = Fi −
∑
j
KijMBj, (1.2)
where Fi is a generation rate of the ith type cloud work function due to the large-scale processes, and the coefﬁcients, Kij ,
represents a consumption rate of the ith type cloud work function by the jth convective-plume type. We refer to Fig. 2 of
Yano and Plant (2012a) for a schematic interpretation of Eq. (1.2).
The purpose of the present paper is to present a careful derivation of the convective kinetic-energy Eq. (1.1) under the
mass-ﬂux subgrid-scale parameterization formulation (cf., Yano, 2014a). The formulation is presented for the cases both
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hen only the vertical component is considered (Section2) and when the full kinetic energy is considered (Section4) for the
eason already remarked. The kinetic energy budget for the horizontal component is discussed in Section3 as a preparation
or Section4. Differences between the two cases are, then, discussed.
An explicit expression for the “dissipation” rate, Di, of the convective kinetic energy is of a particular interest. Yano and
lant (2012b), Yano and Plant (2012c), and Plant and Yano (2013) have cast this term into a Rayleigh-damping form. The
resentworkseeksa justiﬁcation for this formulation. Section5presents theorder-of-magnitudeestimate for theconvective-
inetic energy “dissipation rate”, Di, which is also overall supported by a supplementary CRM (cloud-resolving model)
nalysis. The paper is concluded by further discussions in Section6. The Appendix furthermore discusses the subtleties of
he “dissipation” term considered in the present study.
. Convective kinetic energy: vertical component
The starting point for deriving the convective kinetic-energy equation (1.1) is the vertical momentum equation
∂
∂t
w + ∇ · (uw) + 1

∂w2
∂z
= − 1

(
∂p′
∂z
)
+ b − ı, (2.1)
hich is to be re-written into a discretized form in term of a ﬁnite number, N, of convective-plume elements designated by
he index i with i=1, 2, . . ., N. Here, w the vertical velocity, u the horizontal velocity,  the density (assumed a function of
eight only), p′ the dynamic pressure (deviation from the hydrostatic pressure), and b the buoyancy: see e.g., the Appendix
f Yano et al. (2005a) for speciﬁc expressions. Finally, the molecular dissipation is represented as the last term by ı for a
ompleteness.
A discretized version of the vertical-momentum equation consistent with the mass-ﬂux formulation is obtained by
veraging Eq. (2.1) over an area, Si, occupied by an ith convective-plume element with an associated closed boundary
esignated by ∂Si. The procedure is very akin to the more popular conditional sampling approaches (e.g., de Roode and
retherton, 2003) with further discussions given in SectionA.4 of the Appendix. This averaging procedure is called the
egmentally-constant approximation (SCA) by Yano et al. (2010). This constitutes a ﬁrst step for constructing the mass-ﬂux
onvection parameterization (Yano, 2014a).
The result is given by:
∂
∂t
iwi +
1

∂
∂z
i(w
2)i +
1
S
∮
∂Si
wi,b(u
∗
i,b − r˙i,b) ·dr = i
[
− 1

(
∂p′
∂z
)
i
+ bi − ıi
]
(2.2)
cf., Eq. (14) of de Roode and Bretherton, 2003). Here, all the averaged variables for the ith convective-plume element are
esignated by subscript i: i is a fractional area occupied by the ith plume, S is the grid box size, r˙i,b is a local displacement
ate of the convective-element boundary, and u∗
b,j
is a normal velocity to a constant segment boundary deﬁned by
u∗i,b = ui,b − wi,b
∂ri,b
∂z
(2.3)
ith rb,j designating the local position of the segment boundary. The subscript b designates the values at the convective-
lement boundary.
Under the standard mass-ﬂux formulation (Yano et al., 2004) an eddy contribution to the vertical ﬂux is neglected, thus
(w2)i = w2i .
owever, in the following, for the sake of a completeness as well for seeing the role of eddy dissipation in the energy budget
xplicitly (cf., SectionA.6), we retain the eddy terms systematically by setting
(w2)i = w2i + (w
′′2
i )i.
ere, w
′′
i
= w − wi is a deviation from SCA. A similar consideration will also be applied to the boundary integral with the
ame notion but adding the subscript b.
The corresponding mass continuity is given by
∂
∂t
i +
1

∂
∂z
iwi +
1
S
∮
∂Si
(u∗i,b − r˙i,b) ·dr = 0. (2.4)
Here, we assume that all the convective elements (each designated by a subscript, i) is surrounded by a horizontally
omogeneous environment, as assumed in the standardmass-ﬂux formulation (cf., ArakawaandSchubert, 1974): See Section
of Yano (2014a) for further discussions. At amore technical level, though awhole subgrid-scale convective systembecomes
teady (i.e., steady-plumehypothesis) under a standard asymptotic limit toi →0, Eq. (2.2) remains prognosticwith the local
emporal tendency (ﬁrst term in the left-hand side) remaining O(1) in respect to i. This stems from a scaling wi = O(−1i )
n respect to i. For further discussions on the derivation of Eqs. (2.2) and (2.4), we refer to Section 4 of Yano et al. (2005b),
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Section 3 of Yano et al. (2010) and Yano (2014a). A full derivation of a SCA system from the primitive equation system is
presented in Yano (2012).
Note that Eq. (2.2) is given in ﬂux form. In order to derive an energy equation, it is more convenient to work with an
advective form. The latter is derived by subtracting Eq. (2.4) multiplied by wi from Eq. (2.2):
i
∂
∂t
wi + iwi
∂
∂z
wi +
1
S
∮
∂Si
(wi,b − wi)(u∗i,b − r˙i,b) ·dr +
1

∂
∂z
i(w
′′2
i )i = i
[
− 1

(
∂p′
∂z
)
i
+ bi − ıi
]
. (2.5)
The ﬁrst step for obtaining an equation for the vertical kinetic-energy density, kvi, is to perform an energy integral by
multiplying wi on Eq. (2.5). Then we obtain:
i
∂
∂t
w2
i
2
+ iwi
∂
∂z
w2
i
2
+ 1
S
∮
∂Si
(wi,b − wi)wi(u∗i,b − r˙i,b) ·dr +
wi

∂
∂z
i(w
′′2
i )i = i
[
−wi

(
∂p′
∂z
)
i
+ biwi − ıiwi
]
.
We convert this expression into a ﬂux form by further adding Eq. (2.4) multiplied by w2
i
/2. We obtain an equation for the
vertical component of the convective kinetic energy, by multiplying it further by the air density :
∂
∂t
ikvi +
∂
∂z
iwikvi = Mibi − iwi
(
∂p′
∂z
)
i
+ 1
S
∮
∂Si

2
[(wi,b − wi)2 − w2i,b](u∗i,b − r˙i,b) ·dr − Miıi − wi
∂
∂z
i(w
′′2
i )i.
Here, the vertical-kinetic energy density is deﬁned by
kvi =

2
w2i
with the subscript v indicating the vertical component. We have also introduced the convective mass ﬂux by
Mi = iwi.
The boundary integral terms are further reduced by applying the upstream approximations to the boundary values
by following the standard procedure in mass-ﬂux formulation (cf., Asai and Kasahara, 1967; Arakawa and Schubert, 1974).
Thus,we assumewi,b = we  0 andwi,b = wi, respectively,when the air is entraining into and detraining from the convective
plume. Note that the environment movement, we, is usually much weaker than that of convection.
We furthermore add the eddy term, w
′′
i,b
, to the above in order to account for the eddy contributions explicitly. Thus,
wi,b =
{
w
′′
i,b
when (u∗
i,b
− r˙i,b) ·dr < 0
wi + w′′i,b when (u∗i,b − r˙i,b) ·dr > 0,
and as a result, a part of the integrand reads
(wi,b − wi)2 − w2i,b =
{
w2
i
− 2wiw′′i,b when (u∗i,b − r˙i,b) ·dr < 0
−w2
i
− 2wiw′′i,b when (u∗i,b − r˙i,b) ·dr > 0.
Under these assumptions, the above equation is simpliﬁed to:
∂
∂t
ikvi +
∂
∂z
iwikvi = Mibi −
Mi

(
∂p′
∂z
)
i
− (Ei + Di)kvi − v (2.6)
Here, the entrainment and the detrainment rates are, respectively, deﬁned by
Ei = −

S
∮
∂Si+
(u∗i,b − r˙i,b) ·dr, (2.7a)
Di =

S
∮
∂Si−
(u∗i,b − r˙i,b) ·dr (2.7b)
with ∂Si+ and ∂Si− corresponding to the entraining (i.e., (u∗i,b − r˙i,b) ·dr < 0) and detraining (i.e., (u∗i,b − r˙i,b) ·dr > 0) parts of
the segment boundary, respectively. The eddy-molecular dissipation rate, v, is deﬁned by
v = Miıi + wi
∂
∂z
i(w
′′2
i )i +
1
S
∮
∂Si
wiw
′′
i,b(u
∗
i,b − r˙i,b) ·dr (2.8)The ﬁnal result (1.1) is obtained by vertically integrating Eq. (2.6) with the deﬁnition for the convective kinetic energy
Kvi =
∫ zTi
zBi
ikvidz (2.9)
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or the vertical component. Here, the vertical integral is performed from the convective base, zBi, to the convective top, zTi
f the given plume type (i).
As a result, we ﬁnd that the “dissipation” rate is deﬁned by
Dvi =
∫ zTi
zBi
Ei + Di

kvidz +
Mi

kvi|zTizBi +
∫ zTi
zBi
Mi

(
∂p′
∂z
)
i
dz +
∫ zTi
zBi
vdz (2.10)
or the vertical component. Note also that the cloud work function, Ai, is deﬁned by
Ai =
∫ zTi
zBi
(
Mi
MBi
)
bidz (2.11)
nder the present notations. This deﬁnition is slightly more general than the one given in Arakawa and Schubert (1974) in
he sense that no hypothesis on a vertical plumes proﬁle, Mi/MBi, is introduced. This generalization is called potential energy
onvertibility (PEC) by Yano et al. (2005a).
. Convective kinetic energy: horizontal component
In deriving an equation for the total convective kinetic energy, we ﬁrst need to know an equation for the horizontal
omponent of the convective kinetic energy, which is considered in the present section. We ﬁrst write down the horizontal
omentum equation under SCA in the same manner as it is written down for the vertical velocity by Eq. (2.2):
∂
∂t
iui +
1

∂
∂z
iuiwi +
1

∂
∂z
i(u
′′
i w
′′
i )i +
1
S
∮
∂Si
ui,b(u
∗
i,b − r˙i,b) ·dr = −
1
S
∮
∂Si
p′i,bdr − iıH,i (3.1)
here ıH,i is the molecular dissipation of the horizontal momentum. We can also transform the above into an advective
orm in the same manner as Eq. (2.2) is transformed into Eq. (2.5):
i
∂
∂t
ui + iwi
∂
∂z
ui +
1
S
∮
∂Si
(ui,b − ui)(u∗i,b − r˙i,b) ·dr +
1

∂
∂z
i(u
′′
i w
′′
i )i = −
1
S
∮
∂Si
p′i,bdr − iıH,i (3.2)
mportantly, note that ui refers to the total horizontal wind within convection (given under SCA), which also includes the
ackground mean ﬂow. For simplicity of derivation, a formal separation of the background and the eddy winds is not
onsidered here. As a slightly unfortunately consequence, we do not see a shear-production term in the ﬁnal result in Eq.
3.4) explicitly.
By multiplying ui on Eq. (3.2), we obtain
i
∂
∂t
u2
i
2
+ iwi
∂
∂z
u2
i
2
+ 1
S
∮
∂Si
ui · (ui,b − ui)(u∗i,b − r˙i,b) ·dr +
ui

· ∂
∂z
i(u
′′
i w
′′
i )i = −
ui
S
·
∮
∂Si
p′i,bdr. − iui · ıH,i (3.3)
y adding Eq. (2.4) multiplied by u2
i
/2 to the above (3.3), we obtain
∂
∂t

i
2
u2i +
∂
∂z
iwi
2
u2i + ui ·
∂
∂z
i(u
′′
i w
′′
i )i
= −ui
S
·
∮
∂Si
p′i,bdr − iui · ıH,i +
1
S
∮
∂Si

2
[(ui,b − ui)2 − ui,b2](u∗i,b − r˙i,b) ·dr.
ote that the shear-production term is included in the second term in the left hand side, which would become evident by
erforming a separation between the background and the eddy components.
Here, we may suppose that the convective horizontal ﬂow is dominated by inﬂows and outﬂows crossing the convective-
lume boundary at ∂Si, thus |ui,b| |ui|. As a result, a part of the last term may be approximated by
(ui,b − ui)2 − ui,b2  −2uiui,b,
nd a ﬁnal form for the convective-kinetic energy equation for the horizontal component is:
∂
∂t
ikhi +
∂
∂z
Mi

khi = −
ui
S
·
∮
∂Si
p′i,bdr − h (3.4)here the horizontal convective-kinetic energy density is deﬁned by
khi =

2
u2i
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with a subscript h. The eddy-molecular dissipation rate, h, is deﬁned by
h = iui · ıH,i + ui ·
∂
∂z
i(u
′′
i w
′′
i )i +
1
S
∮
∂Si
uiui,b(u
∗
i,b − r˙i,b) ·dr. (3.5)
4. Total convective kinetic energy
The budget equation for the total convective-kinetic energy density is obtained by taking the sum of Eqs. (2.6) and (3.4):
∂
∂t
iki +
∂
∂z
Mi

ki = Mibi −
[
Mi

(
∂p′
∂z
)
i
+ ui
S
·
∮
∂Si
p′i,bdr
]
− (Ei + Di)kvi − D, (4.1)
where the total kinetic-energy density is deﬁned by
ki = khi + kvi =

2
(u2i + w2i ), (4.2)
and the total eddy-molecular dissipation rate is deﬁned by
D = v + h (4.3)
with the two terms in the right-hand side deﬁed by Eqs. (2.8) and (3.5), respectively.
As already found in the case with the vertical component only, Eq. (1.1) is recovered by vertically integrating Eq. (4.1)
from the convective base to the top. As a result, the total convective-kinetic energy is deﬁned by
Kti =
∫ zTi
zBi
ikidz
and the “dissipation” rate is given by
Dti =
∫ zTi
zBi
Ei + Di

kvidz +
Mi

ki|zTizBi +
∫ zTi
zBi
[
Mi

(
∂p′
∂z
)
i
+ ui
S
·
∮
∂Si
p′i,bdr
]
dz +
∫ zTi
zBi
Ddz. (4.4)
Here, the subscript t is added to Ki and Di indicating that is for the total.
Importantly, thekinetic energybudget equation for a convectiveplumetakes the same formasgivenbyEq. (1.1) regardless
of whether only the vertical component or the total is considered. Due to the fact that Arakawa and Schubert (1974) do not
explicitly specify their deﬁnition of the convective kinetic energy, as a result, it is left as a freedom of researchers to choose
either as they will.
This freedom remains regardless of the horizontal component of the convective kinetic energy is negligible compared
to the vertical component or not. Though Xu (1993) argues that the horizontal component must not be neglected, because
it contributes substantially more than the vertical component, this does not change the fact that the vertical component of
the kinetic energy can be described by Eq. (1.1) in a self-contained manner.
These two different choices become possible, because the kinetic energy is generated by buoyancy only in the vertical
direction, and there is no direct energy source for the horizontal component. The horizontal component of the kinetic energy
becomes available only through a pressure force, p′, that converts a vertical ﬂow into a horizontal direction.
This interpretation may not be immediately obvious, because the pressure-related terms found both in Eqs. (2.6) and
(3.4) do not cancel each other. Nevertheless, we can show after some manipulations with a help of the mass continuity (2.4)
that sum of these pressure terms is∫ zTi
zBi
[
Mi

(
∂p′
∂z
)
i
+ ui
S
·
∮
∂Si
p′i,bdr
]
dz = −
[
∂
∂z
iwip
′
i +
1
S
∮
∂Si
p′b,iu
∗
b,i ·dr
]
+ Mip′i
d
dz
(
1

)
− 1
S
∮
∂Si
(p′b,iui + p′iu∗b,i − p′b,iu∗b,i) ·dr. (4.5)
Here, the ﬁrst two terms are pressure force acting on the surface of the convective area, the middle is a thermal work
performed by pressure as an air parcel making an adiabatic expansion, and the remaining terms are numerical “dissipation”
arising from SCA. Note that the thermodynamic internal energy is absent under the anelastic approximation by prescribing
the density proﬁle.
There are the three major effects contributing to the kinetic-energy “dissipation” regardless of whether only the vertical
component Eq. (2.10) or the total Eq. (4.4) is considered. In both cases, the ﬁrst term is the energy loss by entrainment and
detrainment, the second is a loss through outﬂow (detrainment) of the kinetic energy at the convective top (subtracted by
inﬂow from the convective bottom), and the remaining terms are the pressure effects, along with the local eddy energy
dissipation.
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de Roode et al. (2000) suggest that entrainment is a primary process of the kinetic-energy “dissipation”. However, there
s no a priori reason to believe that this term dominates over the others. For this reason, we investigate the contribution of
hese three effects in kinetic-energy “dissipation” in the next section.
In the following analysis, we adopt the deﬁnition of the convective kinetic energy restricted to the vertical component,
hough, as remarked below, a generalization is straightforward in terms of the order-of-magnitude estimate. This choice is
ather after the fact that horizontal velocity component has not been properly stored for the CRM analysis. More fundamen-
ally, the mass-ﬂux convection parameterization is primarily concerned with the vertical transports, and for this reason, it
s more appropriate to focus our attention on the vertical kinetic energy.
. Estimate of convective-kinetic energy “dissipation” time-scale
The purpose of this section is to divide the “dissipation” term derived so far into the four separate contributions, and
o examine their relative importance. For this purpose, the order-of-magnitude estimates of these terms are performed.
n order to support the obtained order-of-magnitude estimates, a very preliminary 1-km resolution CRM (cloud-resolving
odel) analysis is also presented, but merely as a supporting evidence.
The CRM adopted for the analysis is from Kwajalein Experiment during 23 July to 4 September 1999 as reported in
ohenegger and Bretherton (2011) with the details referred to the original paper. Convective plumes are deﬁned by regions
ith saturated updrafts and with vertical velocity greater than 0.5m/s. The conditionally sampled average under this deﬁ-
ition is used for the fractional area, , the convective vertical velocity, wc , and the mass ﬂux, M. The entrainment rate, Ec,
s deﬁned as in Hohenegger and Bretherton (2011), along with the other analysis procedure details. The convective kinetic
nergy, K, is evaluated based on the deﬁnition (2.9) from the given variables in the right hand side (note that the subscript
is dropped hereafter). Here, in CRM analysis, the convection base is given at the saturation level, and the convection top is
eﬁned as a level where the convective vertical velocity vanishes. The simulation is analyzed for every 20min.
The CRM analysis is performed in bulk sense without distinguishing the plume types. Thus, in the following, the subscript
is removed throughout, and subscript c is added to the vertical velocity as well as to the entrainment and the detrainment
ates. Though the order-of-magnitude estimate is more general, the latter is also presented in an equivalent format.
According to Eq. (2.10), the “dissipation” term of convective kinetic energy can be divided into the four contributions.
e write them out as
D =
4∑
l=1
D(l)
ithout subscripts, where
D(1) =
∫ zTi
zBi
Ec + Dc

kvidz (5.1a)
D(2) = Mi

kvi|zTizBi (5.1b)
D(3) =
∫ zTi
zBi
Mi

(
∂p′
∂z
)
i
dz (5.1c)
D(4) =
∫ zTi
zBi
vdz (5.1d)
ere, note when the horizontal component is also included in the analysis, on the deﬁnitions of third and the fourth “dis-
ipation” contributions are modiﬁed, as seen by comparing them with Eq. (4.4). However, it is seen that an additional term
dded to D(3) is expected to be the same order of magnitude as the existing term, as inferred simply by invoking the mass
ontinuity. More from a simply physical reason, we expect that the order of magnitude of eddy-molecular dissipation, D(4),
emains the same.
The simplest way to represent convective “dissipation” is in terms of the “dissipation” time-scale, , so that
D = K

s considered by Randall and Pan (1993), Pan and Randall (1998), Wagner and Graf (2010), Yano and Plant (2012b), and Yano
nd Plant (2012c). In order to test this idea, we introduce the damping time-scales for these four contributions by
(l) = K (5.2)
D(l)
ith l=1, 2, 3, 4.
The ﬁrst contribution,D(1), represents “dissipation” dictated by the entrainment and detrainment. Here, we only consider
contributionof theentrainment for a slight simpliﬁcationof theanalysis, because the contributionof thedetrainmentwould
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simply be the same order of magnitudes with Dc ∼Ec in vertical average. Note that though Lin and Arakawa (1997) and Lin
(1999), for example, show that the ratio between the entrainment and the detrainment rates changes dramatically over a
convection height, only a vertical average in concern here, this aspect does not affect the ﬁnal result.
The magnitude of the entrainment–detrainment term may be estimated as
D(1)∼
∫ zT
zB
Ec

kdz∼ Ec

K∼ M

K
with the fractional entrainment rate, =Ec/M. By substituting the above result into Eq. (5.2) with l=1, the “dissipation”
time-scale associated with entrainment is estimated by
1
(1)
∼ Ec

∼M

∼wc∼10−4 s−1
by recalling M = wc , and setting ∼10−4 1/m (as assumed by e.g., Tiedtke, 1989; Gregory and Rowntree, 1990: see also
Figs. 8 and 9 of de Rooy et al., 2013), wc∼1m/s. Thus, those assumptions leads to (1) ∼104 s. Fig. 1(a) shows a scatter plot of
1/(1) against K from the CRM. It is seen that (1) is always just little longer than 104 s independent of K, being consistent with
the order-of-magnitude estimate just presented. Note that the choice of the value for wc above is rather arbitrary. A more
conservative choice would be to take a range wc∼10−1–10m/s, which measures an uncertainty of the order-of-magnitude
estimate here.
The second contribution may be re-written as
D(2) = M

k|zTzB =
MT
T
kT −
MB
B
kB
Thus the second term consists of the two terms: “dissipation” due to the detrainment at the convective top and energy
enhancement due to the inﬂow at the convective base. When only the order of magnitude is in concern, regardless of the
sign, the above may simply be re-written as
M

k|zTzB ∼
MB
B
K
H
∼wc KH
by also noting, k∼K/H. Thus, the fractional “dissipation” rate associated with this term may be estimated by
1
(2)
∼wc
H
∼10−4 s−1
by setting H∼104 m. The scatter plot of the absolute value for 1/(2) from CRM is shown in Fig. 1(b). Recall that this term
is always negative in the CRM analysis with kT =0 by deﬁnition. Nevertheless, the order of magnitude is again consistent,
though in this case, the fractional “dissipation” rate clearly decreases with the increasing kinetic energy, K.
The third contribution, D(3), represents a modiﬁcation of the kinetic energy by the dynamic pressure, p′. The order of
magnitude of this contribution may be estimate by:
D(3)∼H M

(
∂p′
∂z
)
(5.3)
We expect the order of magnitude of the pressure gradient term is comparable to the buoyancy term, thus
1

(
∂p′
∂z
)
∼b∼g T
′
T
(5.4)
where g is the acceleration of gravity, T and T′ are the reference and perturbation temperatures. We also note that the
convective kinetic energy may be estimated by K∼Hw2c . By substituting this and Eq. (5.4) into Eq. (5.3), we obtain
(3)∼ K
D(3)
∼ K
gHM
(
T
T ′
)∼( T
gT ′
)wc∼102 s
with g=10m/s2, T∼300K, T′ ∼0.3K. Note a rather small temperature perturbation assumed contributing to the buoyancy.
Such an assumption is consistent with a typical tropical parcel-buoyancy proﬁle. Nevertheless, the estimate still provides a
rather short time-scale. Here, note that from Eq. (5.1c), a cross term between the mass ﬂux and the buoyancy is involved in
vertical integral for the order-of-magnitude estimate, thus the local buoyancy anomaly counts rather than a vertical average.
The above suggests that the actual buoyancy working on convection is even smaller. This interpretation is consistent
with even smaller buoyancy associated with the potential energy convertibility (PEC) as shown by Yano (2003b) as well
as by Yano et al. (2005a). The result is also consistent with the order-of-magnitude estimate of the cloud work function by
Yano and Plant (2012b), too, which turns out to be orders of magnitudes smaller than the observed CAPE values. Hence, we
rather expect the values of a range (3) = 102–103 s, which is also consistent with an estimate by Lord and Arakawa (1980).
The estimate from CRM, in which the convective pressure gradient is obtained by conditionally averaging the dynamic
pressure from the output, is shown in Fig. 1(c), which gives an approximately constant value, (3) ∼103 s, above K≥102 J/m2.
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iig. 1. Scatter plots of the fractional convective-kinetic energy “dissipation” rate, 1/(l) , against the convective kinetic energy, K for the terms l=1 (a), 2 (b),
nd 3 (c), as deﬁned by Eqs. (5.1) and (5.2). Note that the absolute value of 1/(2) is shown in (b).
elow this value, it is seen that the “dissipation” time scale tends to decrease with decreasing kinetic energies. The obtained
alue is consistent with the magnitude estimate above.
Though the last term, D(4), has not been evaluated explicitly, it is in the same form as for the entrainment–detrainment
erm (ﬁrst term) except for these are concerned with the eddy contributions. The contributions of the eddies are expected to
e of the sameorder ofmagnitude at themost as the resolved circulations. Thus the contribution of this term for “dissipation”
s also of the same order of magnitude at the most as the ﬁrst contribution (cf., SectionA.6).
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6. Summary and remarks
The present paper clariﬁes one of unexplained issues in Arakawa and Schubert (1974), which can be considered a mile-
stone paper establishing the basic formulation for the mass-ﬂux convection parameterization. In discussing the physical
meaning of the cloudwork function, they presented an equation for the convective kinetic energy by Eq. (1.1: their Eq. (132)),
however without derivation. The present paper presents its derivation, especially, for strengthening the recent studies of
the convective energy cycle (Yano and Plant, 2012b,c; Plant and Yano, 2013).
6.1. Convective vertical velocity equation
The starting point of the derivation is to recognize that the essence of the mass-ﬂux convection parameterization is to
pose a geometrical constraint of segmentally-constant approximation (SCA) to each plume type in a full cloud-resolving
model system (Yano et al., 2005b, 2010; Yano, 2012, 2014a). Thus, the ﬁrst step of the derivation consists of presenting the
convective vertical-velocity equation under SCA as Eq. (2.5).
The presentation of Eq. (2.5) itself may even be considered an original contribution of the present paper. The derivation
is not even exactly identical to the one derived for CRM analyses under conditional sampling (cf., de Roode and Bretherton,
2003) for the reasondiscussed in SectionA.5. Eq. (2.5) is a formally exact equation to be used in order to compute a convective
vertical velocity under amass-ﬂux parameterization,which is closed provided that the dynamic pressure and the eddy terms
are known.
In many convection parameterizations, a much simpliﬁed equation is adopted by quoting Eq. (1) of Simpson and Wiggert
(1969). We even note a historical confusion here: this equation is actually derived by Levine (1959) for an isolated thermal
bubble in an inﬁnite space.Here, thedynamicpressure canbeneglectedby taking an inﬁnite space.However, this assumption
is no longer true over a ﬁnite domain. As an adjustment to this original formulation, Simpson and Wiggert (1969) introduced
a concept of an effective mass. See Yano (2014b) for a historical review.
A more formal derivation here also shows that no drag force akin to those found in Levine (1959) appears, probably,
except for the additional eddy terms. This is another difference from the commonly adopted formulation originating from
Levine (1959) and Simpson and Wiggert (1969).
6.2. Formal energy integrals
By performing an energy integral on the vertical velocity Eq. (2.5), a budget equation for the vertical component of
the convective kinetic energy is obtained as Eq. (2.6), which further reduces to Eq. (1.1) after a vertical integral. This is an
important equation for interpreting the mass-ﬂux convection parameterization in terms of the energy cycle as attempted by
Randall and Pan (1993), Pan and Randall (1998), Wagner and Graf (2010), Yano and Plant (2012b), Yano and Plant (2012c),
and Plant and Yano (2013).
However, Xu (1993) emphasizes an importance of including the horizontal component to the convective energy budget.
In order to verify this point, an equation for the total convective kinetic energy is derived by repeating the sameprocedure for
the horizontal moment equation: application of SCA, then performing an energy integral. A full energy equation is obtained
by adding this contribution as Eq. (4.1). Its vertical integral again reduces to Eq. (1.1).
Consequently, the equation reduces to the same form as originally presented by Arakawa and Schubert (1974) as their
Eq. (132) regardless of including the horizontal component in the deﬁnition of the convective kinetic energy. In both cases,
furthermore, the energy “dissipation” term consists of the same four principal processes: (i) entrainment–detrainment, (ii)
outﬂow from the top of convection, (iii) pressure effects, and (iv) eddy dissipation. Additionally, inﬂow from the bottom of
convection contributing to a growth of convection is also formally counted as a part of the second process. It is important to
realize that a convective tower is an open ﬂow, unlike a conventional turbulence problem as emphasized in the Appendix.
Thus the nature of “dissipation” is qualitatively different.
6.3. Convective kinetic energy “dissipation” rate
The order-of-magnitude estimates for those four processes for “dissipation” are presented, which show that the
convective kinetic energy “dissipation” is dominated by the pressure effects. This conclusion appears to contain
extensive implications, because as emphasized above, the dynamic pressure term is usually not estimated directly
associated with convection parameterization for e.g., convective momentum transport. These contributions are usually
absorbed into a part of the other terms with an adjustable parameter, such as effective mass in the vertical-velocity
equation.
Among the remainingprocesses, local eddydissipation is often assumed to be adominant “dissipation” term in convective
dynamics (cf., Grant, 2007; Grant and Lock, 1999, 2004). However, the present analysis suggests that its contribution is only
comparable to the entrainment–detrainment effects, which is less dominant than the pressure term.
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In summary, there are only three dominant terms in Eq. (2.6), when it is integrated over a convective layer:
d
dt
Ki 
∫ zTi
zBi
Mi
[
bi −
1

(
∂p′
∂z
)
i
]
dz. (6.1)
robably, most importantly, this equation reduces to a type of a vertically integrated hydrostatic balance at a steady state,
hich is likely to provide an important constraint to the convective dynamics.
Both entrainment and detrainment processes also contribute to “dissipation” of the convective kinetic energy, and for
oth processes, the “dissipation” time-scale is estimated as the order of magnitudes of 104 s. This estimate is also supported
y the CRM diagnosis. The contribution of the dynamics pressure is estimated by assuming its comparability in magnitude
ith the buoyancy, and it leads to the “dissipation” time scale of a range 102–103 swith the buoyancymagnitudes 0.3–0.03K.
he CRM diagnosis gives 103 s for K≥102 J/m2.
A constancy of this term suggested by CRM, furthermore, supports an idea of representing “dissipation” in a form of
ayleigh dissipation, as adopted by Randall and Pan (1993) and Pan and Randall (1998), Wagner and Graf (2010: see also
lant and Yano, 2011), Yano and Plant (2012b,c), and Plant and Yano (2013). However, the last conclusion must be seen with
caution due to a preliminary nature of the CRM analysis. Also note the scatter in CRM plot (Fig. 1(c)). More generally, the
ayleigh-damping formulation is a drastic simpliﬁcation of a complex process.
Nevertheless, this simple Rayleigh damping formulation appears to be consistent with a typical estimate of the kinetic-
nergy “dissipation” rate in turbulent studies. In the latter (e.g., Tennekes and Lumley, 1972), the kinetic-energy “dissipation”
ate is often estimated by
D∼k
3/2
l
(6.2)
ased on a dimensional analysis in terms of characteristic scale, l, of the turbulence (cf., Eq. (A.4)). In the boundary-layer
urbulence, l may be chosen as the boundary-layer depth, and for convection as the depth of a convective layer. Thus, the
ractional dissipation rate is given by
D
k
∼k
1/2
l
∼wc
l
∼1

(6.2)
y noting k1/2∼wc and assuming ∼l/wc . In this manner, the Rayleigh damping theory is justiﬁed from a turbulence theory.
More importantly, the convective kinetic energy “dissipation” deﬁned here is nothing to do with a physical dissipation
rocess (molecular dissipation) as concerned in the turbulence theory (cf., Appendix). The most dominant term turns out
o be the pressure term, which rather simply redistributes the kinetic energy somewhere else, as suggested by Eq. (4.5).
he second process in D designates a more direct exchange process of the kinetic energy with the convective surroundings.
astly, the eddy dissipation term is formally derived, and based on discussions in SectionA.6 of the Appendix, we estimate
hat the order of magnitude of this term is only comparable to the entrainment–detrainment term, and thus secondary.
.4. Needs for further analyses
The present study has shown by a simple order-of-magnitude analysis that the pressure-effect is the most dominant
inetic-energy “dissipation” process in atmospheric moist convection. A preliminary CRM analysis also supports this con-
lusion.
There is no doubt that more extensive CRM analysis can be performed for better understanding the convective-energy
dissipation” process. For example, only a bulk analysis of the convective kinetic energy budget is performed here. It is likely
hat those diagnosed characteristics depend on the convective depth, especially considering qualitatively different behaviors
f shallow and deep convection as elucidated by Yano and Plant (2012c), and Plant and Yano (2013). The contribution of the
ynamic pressure may also be separated into those form the buoyancy and momentum advection, as considered by Xu and
andall (2001). For the dynamical implications for those decomposed pressure terms, see e.g., Davies-Jones (2002, 2003).
We must also realize fundamental limitations of exploiting CRM and LES data for interpreting the mass-ﬂux parameter-
zation formulation: both simply do not match each other due to two qualitatively different formulations. As emphasized
n Yano et al. (2005b), the mass-ﬂux (SCA) parameterization is best understood as a consequence of a strong truncation of
CRM under segmentally-constant decomposition. For this very reason, mass-ﬂux (SCA model) and CRMs are qualitatively
ifferent. A better alternative in this respect would be to run the NAM (nonhydrostatic anelastic model)–SCA under a severe
runcation directly as performed by Yano and Baizig (2012), but under more realistic settings.cknowledgements
The present work is performed under a context of EU-funded COST Action ES0905. The CRM for the present study is
erformed by P. Blossey, and the analysis (Fig. 1) is kindly performed by C. Hohenegger. Helpful discussions with R.S. Plant
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Appendix A. Notes on “dissipation” of convective kinetic energy
The appendix discusses the issues behind the “dissipation” (loss) of the convective kinetic energy in the context of mass-
ﬂux convection parameterization. This concept is especially contrasted with a more conventional notion of kinetic-energy
dissipation in turbulence studies. Many background issues are reviewed with an extensive literature survey in the following.
Recall that the term “dissipation” and energy loss are used synonymously in this appendix.
We are going to suggest that the local energy dissipation process both due to the eddies and ultimate viscous dissipa-
tion may not be as important as often considered in the convective kinetic energy budget in the context of the mass-ﬂux
convection parameterization. Fundamental research is critically missing in order to establish that otherwise is the case.
A.1. The subcomponent budget
An important aspect in mass-ﬂux convection parameterization is that it concerns with the kinetic energy of a particular
subcomponent of a system, which is designated as “convection”. This is not at all the same as considering the total kinetic
energy. In turbulence literature, the closest analogy is the turbulent kinetic energy, which is deﬁned as a deviation from a
system mean value. The turbulent kinetic energy evolves under the interactions with a background mean state, for example,
by the mean wind shear. By the same token, a subcomponent kinetic energy also evolved under the interactions with the
other subcomponents of the system.
These interactions under mass-ﬂux convection parameterization are between convection and the environment. They
take place exclusively over the interfaces subdividing between them, thus the interactions are described in terms of the ﬂux
crossing the interfaces. Such a mode of interactions is qualitatively different from those found between the mean and the
eddy ﬁelds in turbulence studies. Thus, a direct analogy with the turbulent kinetic energy analysis, as invoked by Grant and
Lock (1999), Grant and Lock (2004), and Grant (2007), could lead to a misconception on the present analysis: see SectionA.7
for more.
Another important aspect of the convective kinetic energy under mass-ﬂux formulation is that it is heavily “ﬁltered”
compared to a standard notion of the turbulent kinetic energy. More on this in SectionA.4.
A.2. The turbulent kinetic energy budget
In order to understand the difference between the mass-ﬂux based convective kinetic energy and the turbulent kinetic
energy, the latter budget is considered in some details ﬁrst (cf., Grant and Lock, 1999, 2004; Grant, 2007).
In standard analysis, the turbulent (eddy) ﬂow is deﬁned as a deviation from a background mean ﬂow. The latter is
typically extracted by a low-pass ﬁlter, with a moving average as the simplest procedure. We designate the ﬁlter by an
overbar, and the deviation (turbulence component) by prime. As a result, the turbulent kinetic energy density, kT, may be
deﬁned by
kT =
1
2
(u′2 + w′2) (A.1)
and its budget is given by
∂kT
∂t
= w′b′ − ∇ ·
(
u′ET +
1

u′p′
)
− ∂
∂z
(
w′ET +
1

w′p′
)
− T (A.2)
(cf., Section 3.2, Tennekes and Lumley, 1972; Section 5.1, Stull, 1988, Section 2.6.1, Garratt, 1992; Eq. (4), Grant and Lock,
2004; Eq. (1), Grant, 2007), where T is the turbulent-kinetic energy dissipation rate due to molecular diffusion. The other
notations are as deﬁned in the main text. Here, no background shear ﬂow is assumed in order to focus on buoyancy-driven
ﬂows. Constant density is also assumed for simplicity.
An integral of Eq. (A.2) over a system total domain leads to
∂KT
∂t
= GT −DT (A.3)
assuming that all the ﬂux terms vanish at the boundary. Note that this assumption amounts for assuming a closed domain.
Here, KT, GT, and DT are the integral of kT, w′b′, and T over the whole system, respectively. The notations here are made
similar to those adopted in the main text with the subscript T added. Eq. (A.3) is compared with Eq. (1.1) of the main text
with the “dissipation” term for the latter deﬁned either by Eq. (2.10) or Eq. (4.4).A.3. Nature of ﬂux-driven “dissipation”
Most importantly, the molecular dissipation is not necessarily an ultimate sink for energy “dissipation” (the loss term in
the budget), when an open ﬂow is considered as a case for deep moist convection.
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The entrainment is a good example for making this point. Though it contributes to energy dissipation as demonstrated
n the main text, it rather contributes to increase in the mass ﬂux, M, as seen by writing the mass continuity equation as
∂
∂z
M = Ec − Dc.
ecall that Ec and Dc are the entrainment and the detrainment rates.
.4. Eddies and SCA
Another important difference between the turbulent kinetic energy budget and the convective kinetic energy budget
nder mass-ﬂux formulation is in a manner of deﬁning a given component: as eddies or by SCA.
Asemphasized in themain textaswell as inYano (2014a), themass-ﬂuxbaseddescriptionof convection isbest interpreted
n terms of SCA. Here, a given convective element is approximated by a single value at each vertical level. This approximation
ssentiallyﬁlters out all the variabilities of the scales less than the convection scalewith the convective kinetic energydeﬁned
y Eq. (4.2). This deﬁnition should be compared with that of Eq. (A.1) for eddies. The buoyancy generation of kinetic energy,
iwibi, under SCA is contrasted with the one for the turbulence given by w′b′: the buoyancy generation term under SCA does
ot include the term, (w
′′
i
b
′′
i
)
i
, which is a substantial part of the term w′b′ under the turbulent kinetic energy budget.
In this manner, only a part of the convective kinetic energy is considered under SCA. A direct application of the turbulent
inetic energy budget in SectionA.2 to the convective kinetic energy budget under the mass-ﬂux formulation could also be
isleading due to this difference.
.5. Conditional sampling method
The conditional sampling method, that is often employed in CRM/LES analysis (e.g., de Roode and Bretherton, 2003),
ay be re-interpreted as a mean for deﬁning a constant segment from a diagnostic point of view. Practically, the formulas
btained under conditional sampling and SCA are identical at a very formal level. However, these two approaches come out
nder very different ﬂavors.
The conditional sampling is developed purely as a diagnostic method for analyzing CRM and LES outputs. The method is
ot prognostic. Importantly, a typically adopted sampling condition is not designed to satisfy SCA for an extracted segment.
he procedure also often does not consider segment boundaries (interfaces) explicitly by design. For this very last reason,
he actual formulas obtained differ from those under SCA in practice.
On the other hand, SCA ismore directly applied to a formulation of CRMor a LESmodel as an approximation. The obtained
pproximate system is designed to run prognostically (as a prototype model for mass-ﬂux parameterization: Yano et al.,
010; Yano and Baizig, 2012; Yano, 2014a). SCA, as it stands for now, is not designed for diagnosing CRM or LES outputs, but
eveloping a diagnosis under SCA for CRM and LES would be rather straightforward.
.6. Eddy dissipation rate
So far, the two major “dissipation” processes for the kinetic energy have been identiﬁed: (1) molecular dissipation and (2)
oss due to ﬂux crossing the systemboundary (or the interfacewith the other subcomponents). There is another “dissipation”
rocess to be considered, which may be called “eddy (turbulent) dissipation”, resulting from transfer of energy into different
cales.
This extra process must be considered, because in many cases, the movements of the smaller scales are not resolved in
umerical modelling and not measured in observation. As these eddies “break down” into smaller scales by the so-called
cascade” (cf., SectionA.8.3), the kinetic energy is lost from the given system (or subsystem) in concern. We may call such
issipation process “eddy (turbulent)”. In many numerical modellings as well as in observations, the scale for molecular
issipation is much smaller than the minimum resolved scale, thus the eddy (turbulent) dissipation is an ultimate process
or a loss of the kinetic energy in such a system.
It is important to realize that the eddy dissipation process, as deﬁned as loss of resolved-scale energy into the unre-
olved scales, is not dealt properly in numerical models, because this happens right at the edge of the model resolution.
or this reason, the eddy (turbulent) dissipation process is parameterized, typically in terms of eddy diffusion in many of
he numerical modellings. We also have to realize that eddy diffusion often plays a double role in numerical modelling: a
rude representation of eddy (turbulent) dissipation and a mean for stabilizing numerical computations (against a typical
endency of numerical computations generating grid-scale singularities). As suggested by Margolin et al. (1999), the latter
s often more important. For this reason, estimates of “eddy (turbulent)” dissipation by numerical modelling must be seen
ith a caution.
Eqs. (A.1) and (A.2) above may be re-written by taking account of a ﬁnite resolution available both in modellings and
bservations. In order to account for this effect, ﬁltering for deﬁning the resolved ﬂows should contain both low and high
avenumber cutoffs. The ﬁltered high-wavenumber components (that is not resolved) may be designated by double primes
n analogy with the SCA case in the main text. After this modiﬁcation, the ﬂux terms (the middle terms in the right hand
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side) in Eq. (A.2) are, essentially (without going into details of the actual expression), divided into the two contributions:
resolved and unresolved ﬂuxes. The latter corresponds to the eddy dissipation term.
This rather abbreviated outline for a derivation of the eddy dissipation term suggests that a contribution of the eddy
dissipation term is comparable to that of the ﬂux term (or the advection term). For this reason, in turbulent studies, the
order of magnitudes of eddy dissipation rate is typically estimated by
∼u
3∗
l∗
(A.4)
with a velocity scale, u* and a length scale, l* (Taylor and Jonas, 1935). Here, the orders of magnitudes of advection rate and
the turbulent kinetic energy (which is to be advected) are, respectively, u*/l* and u2∗ .
Examination of the eddy dissipation term derived under SCA in the main text (Eqs. (2.8) and (3.5)) also show that these
terms essentially take a form of unresolved-scale eddy ﬂuxes, although they are not perfectly in a ﬂux form unlike the
resolved ﬂux terms. By applying a parallel argument as for the turbulent kinetic energy budget just above, thus the eddy
dissipation under SCA is also of the order of the magnitudes of the resolved-scale advection. Recall that, under the mass-ﬂux
formulation, the resolved-scale advection leads to a lateral exchange between convection and the environment, which is
furthermore represented by entrainment and detrainment. As the main text shows, entrainment and detrainment (the term
deﬁned by Eq. (5.1a)) lead to a dissipation time scale of the order of 104 s (cf., Fig. 1(a)). We expect that the dissipation time
scale due to the eddies is also of the same order to magnitudes, which is much longer than a “dissipation” time scale due to
pressure forcing (cf., Fig. 1(c)).
A.7. Turbulent kinetic energy budget for convective systems: CRM and LES analyses
Grant (2007) presents in his Figs. 1–4 vertical proﬁles of the buoyancy generation rate, w′b′, and the eddy (turbulent)
dissipation rate for a set of CRM simulations for convective systems. If these ﬁgures are interpreted in their face values, the
eddy (turbulent) dissipation rate is almost half of the buoyancy generation rate at many vertical levels, which is a rather
high ratio than expected from an argument developed just above.
Such a high value may be explained by the two major reasons. First, as remarked in SectionA.4, the convective kinetic
energy budget for mass-ﬂux parameterization under SCA only considers a cloud-scale ﬂow by ﬁltering out subcloud scales.
On the other hand, the proﬁles shownbyGrant (2007) include the contributions fromvariability of the smaller scales. Proﬁles
for both terms would be reduced if the analysis were repeated by restricting it to the cloud scale, by applying SCA, but more
drastically for the eddy dissipation term, because it is expected to be more dominated by subcloud scales.
This point may partially be conﬁrmed by examining Figs. 4 and 5 of Heus and Jonker (2008), which show the vertical-
momentum budget composite for a shallow convective cloud section. In these plots, the buoyancy forcing is clearly far
more dominant than any other tendency terms, and eddy dissipation appears to contribute the least (only 10% of buoyancy
term) among all those (advection and pressure forcing). A difference arises here, because a composite is directly taken for
the vertical momentum, thus a subcloud-scale contribution due to a local correlation between the vertical velocity and
the vertical momentum dissipation is ﬁltered out under a composite procedure, being consistent with the argument just
above. Spatial distributions and ﬂuctuations of the kinetic-energy dissipation inferred from some observational analysis, as
reviewed in the next section, appear to further strengthen this point.
Furthermore, the dissipation rate may be rather high due to numerical artifacts, as already remarked in the last sub-
section. A review of observational estimates of kinetic-energy dissipation rates in the next section also appears to support
this interpretation. In spite of a quantitative discrepancy, the turbulent kinetic-energy budget analysis by Grant (2007),
nevertheless, demonstrates the basic nature of any open ﬂows by limiting his analysis to a convective layer: not all the
energy generated by buoyancy within a system dissipates inside, but more than half of the kinetic energy is advected
out.
A.8. Observational estimates of molecular dissipation rate
Molecular dissipation may not be as important process as commonly thought in atmospheric convection. A rather
extensive review is presented here in order to make this point.
A.8.1. Order of magnitudes estimates
Extensive literature exists for estimates of molecular (viscous) kinetic-energy dissipation rate based on the Kolmogorov’s
(1941) similarity theory, though the estimates for deep convection are not so many. Chen (1974) provides a systematic
estimate of the energy dissipation rate in the free atmosphere including the stratosphere, as well as over the severe storms
associated with 10km deep convection, data for cumulus clouds at 2–5km height. The estimate ranges for 10−3–1m2 s−3
with the highest values corresponding to the severe storms.
MacPherson and Isaac (1977) and Raga et al. (1990) more speciﬁcally estimate the dissipation rate within convective
clouds, which gives an order of magnitudes of 10−2 m2/s3. Kitchen and Caughey (1981) provide an estimate of a range of
4–8×10−4 m2 s−3 for small cumuluscloudsbyusinga tetheredballoon. Smithand Jonas (1995)obtainaveragekinetic-energy
dissipation rate 3×10−3 m2 s−3 by examining small non-precipitating maritime cumulus clouds. Siebert et al. (2006) obtain
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n average 10−3 m2 s−3 with the maximum about 10−1 m2 s−3 for cloudy boundary layer by using tethered balloon-borne
easurements. O’Connor et al. (2010) report an estimate ranging for 10−2–10−4 m2 s−3 byDoppler lidarmeasurements of the
onvective boundary layer. Shupe et al. (2012) also report similar results with use of the cloud radar for Arctic stratocumulus
louds. Turbulent kinetic energy dissipation rate in convective boundary layer is also investigated by Rayment (1973), Gamo
t al. (1976), Caughey and Palmer (1979), and Lenschow et al. (1980).
.8.2. Intermittency of energy dissipation
Note that a typical convective dissipation rate, 10−2 m2/s3, leads to a dissipation time scale, 102 s, when a velocity scale
f 1m/s is assumed. This is rather a short time-scale. However, it is most likely that such strong dissipation happens only
ocally and in highly intermittent manner. This point is demonstrated by examining the published time series of dissipation
ate.
For example, Fig. 4 of MacPherson and Isaac (1977) show that the dissipation rate goes up to 4×10−2 m2/s3 at the edge
f a cumulus cloud (which is about 500m in width), where a strong downdraft above 5m/s is found. The second peak is in
middle of a smaller cumulus cloud with a peak around 2×10−2 m2/s3 associated with an updraft. The velocity time series
s also highly intermittent (see their Fig. 6), and high values are found only locally even within clouds, suggesting that the
issipation also happens very locally where such high turbulence is found. The time series by Kitchen and Caughey (1981:
ee Fig. 4 for a full time series, Figs. 11 and 12 for a zoom over cloudy segments) also clearly demonstrates the intermittency
f the vertical-velocity over a cloud, thus the dissipation is also much localized.
In this very respect, dissipation is probably best understood as a subcloud-scale process, and not much relevant for
nderstanding the cloud-scale dynamics. These subcloud-scale turbulence dissipation is likely to be balanced by buoyancy-
riven energy generation locally, with less inﬂuence on the loss of the energy for larger scales.
.8.3. Limits of the estimate method
Finally, most fundamentally, the estimate method adopted above must be seen with caution being based on the
olmogorov’s (1941) similarity theory. Recall that the theory is developed for an inertial subrange of three-dimensional
omogeneous turbulence without stratiﬁcation. On the other hand, convection is strongly buoyancy-driven, by deﬁnition,
hus its dynamical regime is expected far from such a homogeneous turbulence state.
Here, it is important not to be confused with an ubiquitous nature of the -5/3-law spectrum. Existence of -5/3-law kinetic
nergy spectrum for wide scale range is now well established since a pioneering work by Nastrom and Gage (1985: see
lso Wikle et al., 1999). However, the extent of this spectrum range is so wide that it is clearly well beyond the scales
n which a three-dimensionality of the atmospheric ﬂow can be assumed. At present, it is commonly interpreted that
astrom and Gage’s -5/3 spectrum is a manifestation of a quasi-two dimensional stratiﬁed turbulence (e.g., Lindborg, 1999,
006).
Deep moist convection is clearly not a homogeneous turbulence also for another reason: it clearly represents a preferable
ovement in the vertical direction. It is also considered to be “organized” in the sense that the vertical motion represents
coherency for a longer distance than those in horizontal directions. Thus it is questionable to directly apply the energy
issipation-rate estimates quoted above to deepmoist convection. Probably deep convection is better understood in analogy
ith “jet” rather than as a homogeneous turbulence. Recall that the concept of entrainment–detrainment can be applied
qually to both convective plumes and jets (cf., Turner, 1969). The convective-cloud boundary is known to be extremely
harp as reported as early as by Squires (1958). This also suggests a lack of dissipation process. As a whole, the dissipation
rocess within the atmospheric convective system must be carefully investigated in its own right.
In this very respect, it may also be important to recall that in homogeneous three-dimensional turbulence, the vortex
tretching is a basic mechanisms that leads to an inertial cascade of the energy (cf., Section 8.2, Tennekes and Lumley, 1972).
theory (Moffatt et al., 1994, see also Section 8.9, Fritsch, 1995) is even developed,which further argues that coherent vortex
ubes ubiquitous in homogeneous three-dimensional turbulence (e.g., She et al., 1990) are primary agents conducting the
nergy cascade leading to energy dissipation. Absence of such coherent vortex tubes in atmospheric convection suggests
hat the cascade process would be much slower.
Finally, at the most fundamental level, a universality of the Kolmogorov constant is still to be established. Panofsky and
asquill (1963) well summarizes this issue. No recent study reconciles these diverse estimates of the constant.
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